PREFACE
was
.._ published The passage of time and the many new questions and needs raised
by the European War, then in its third year, had necessitated an unusually thorough
revision, and the resulting third edition, while following the earlier form, was so
changed in essentials as to be practically a new work A new selection of titles
was made, numerous items being eliminated and many new titles and some whole
new lists and sections added, and forms of entry, imprint and collation were
revised in many respects to bring the work more in line with the Library of
Congress practice In addition, the critical annotations, with some few exceptions,
^ere entirely rewritten and greatly extended In 1923 the New guide to reference
books, based upon that third edition with revision throughout and the addition of
much new material, was published The fifth edition, with the title Guide to
reference books, was published in 1929, and was continued by three supplements,
for 1929, 1930 and 1931-33 respectively These supplements, published by the
American Library xA^ssociation, took the place of the informal supplements which,
for nineteen years (1910-28), had been printed in the Library Journal The present
edition is a revision and enlargement of the fifth edition and its supplements with
the inclusion of many titles, notes and other reference information not pieviotisly
included in either the basic work or its supplements Approximately 4,000 titles
are listed or described in the sixth edition
Revision In the present edition the form and arrangement of its piedecessois,
familiar to library students through years of use, have been followed with some
changes m headings and classifications and with the addition of new sections, sub-
sections and lists Such new sections have been added throughout, but they aie
most evident, perhaps, m the large general classes of Encyclopedias, Dictionaries,
Science, Useful Arts, Fine Arts, Literature and Bibliogiaphy The two sections
more notably enlarged have been Dictionaries and National Bibliography which, in
reply to various demands and needs, have been expanded to include languages and
nations not represented in earlier editions The most extensive piece of icairange-
ment is to be found in the section Literature where the older gioupmg by form
has been changed to classification by language and literature subdivided by form
In other respects the work of revision of this edition has consisted of the usual
task of bringing it to date by the elimination of some older or supeiseded titles,
the inclusion of new works and new editions, the recording of new parts and
changes in continuations and other "works in progress," the addition of new anno-
tations and the revision of older notes, checking for changed prices, etc The
keeping to date of an annotated guide does not mean anything so simple as the
mere adding of new titles with appropriate annotations for such new books
Sometimes the publication of a single new reference book changes the whole
perspective in its field and necessitates corresponding changes m the annotations
of all other books in its class One of the best examples of such an occurrence
in the 1929 Guide was in the section on Union Lists of Periodicals, where the
principal addition to the older list was the epoch-making Union list of senate 'in

